CALENDAR OF EVENTS

Fri. 1/27  Movie: Other Side of the Mountain—Lib. Aud.—8:30 p.m.—$ .50
Sat. 1/28  Women's Basketball—11 a.m.—Hanover—There
Basketball—7:30—Indiana Tech—Home
On Campus: First Aid Training—8 a.m.—6 p.m.
Tues. 1/31  Women's Basketball—7:00 p.m.—Butler Home

Wed. 2/1  Basketball—8:00 p.m.—Thomas Moore—There
Thurs. 2/2  Women's Basketball—7:00 p.m.—Franklin Home
Fri. 2/3  Women's Basketball—7:00 p.m.—St. Joe's Home
Sat. 2/4  Basketball—7:30 p.m.—Bethel—Home

The views of this publication are those of the individual writer and do not necessarily reflect those of Marian College!!
To All Who Eat in the Cafe:
I think we've heard enough complaints lately concerning the quality of Saga's delights and the cleanliness of its kitchen. However, the management does not have a monopoly on appetite-killing. Take, for example, the habit of some students of lifting the top of a sandwich on the line to determine its contents - and then leaving it there. Granted, the filling is often impossible to see otherwise, but you have to do is ask one of the servers what it is. I personally don't care to eat something handled by half a dozen people.

Secondly, the way some people leave the table after a meal is sickening. It really isn't necessary to leave that whole serving of meat in the middle of the table. If you don't want it, either don't take it to begin with or throw it away. It's hard to believe people in college can be so tacky. And speaking of tacky, the least you can do if you drop a tray or a glass of coke is let someone, employee or student manager, know so it can be cleaned up. I've never worked dish crew, so I can't speak for them, but have you ever wondered why they call it the slop line? Take a look at some of the messes people leave on their trays.

Now, the question is, does anybody care? When enough opinions were voiced, many through the Carbon, the management got its act together. Can we even hope the students will do the same?

To The Masses:
After two weeks of "chair hunting" in the Cafe, I've come to the brilliant conclusion that Marian has more resident students this semester, and perhaps a few less chairs. My question is; is anything being done to remedy this situation? I suppose some people would laugh at the problem and simply say it's usually a temporary inconvenience since usually a chair can be drug from some remote section of the Cafe. However, what will happen when visitors come on campus for such events as "Little Sis Weekend" or for weekend workshops? I hope that more chairs are brought in as I think Marian should be optimistic enough to feel they would be put to good use in future years.

 Operation Soup 'N Sandwich
While the cock roaches are resting in peace leaving us in peace, (hope they don't resurrect once the DDT fumes die!) Saga continues to live on campus. This semester we see something new, --we are beginning to smell her New Year Resolution-- "Feed the Marianites better" seems to be the solution taken by Paul and his crew. That surely is the only solution to the food pollution that was going on the whole of last semester. While Mother Nature is busy housing snow on most parts of the nation and people are busy shovelling, Saga is busy shuffling new items at the Cafeteria. The "Soup and Sandwich" menu is a welcome addition to the luncheon menu. It not only adds variety but also helps those figure conscious people to go about reducing their waist and losing their weight in the most natural way. Stop stuffing your tummies with those 'chemicals' folks, take advantage of the Saga food! We also see more green lettuce this semester. Things are getting greener we hope. Trust they stay green and bloom 'blossoms' of various tasty dishes which could bear 'luscious fruits' whose ripe smell would open every Marian mouth and bring forth a shower of praise over Saga! "All that begins well, ends well." --A good start Paul, please; full speed ahead.

NEEL

UNITY (formerly U.B.I.)--
stands for a union of Marian College minority students. It means communication for these students, enabling them to work together; work in unity for the goals of self-growth and awareness, relevant activities (like tutoring, social and athletic affairs, etc...). Unity is also a "big brother" for minority students with grievances. Finally, it is a representative pipeline to the community and minority groups in other colleges and universities.

If you would like to be a member of this "new", dynamic organization, you are welcome. There will be a meeting on Friday, Feb. 3 at 11:50. Check bulletin board for room.

TO All: The first note in the February 10th edition of the Saga is a private citizen's complaint that some residents are sitting on the slop line and not moving the snow. The student sent to the MARIGNY BUILDING MANAGEMENT got its act together. Can we even hope the management will get its act together?
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NUMBER ONE TUNE, TOP TEN
Rumors...nothing more than rumors...trying to forget those rumors of yours...
Yes, that's been the number one song on the charts for the year here at Marian. Everything from pregnancies to ex-patriot Nazis. And more are being heard all the time. I, and many others, are sick unto death of hearing rumors of students, teachers, administration, and even about ourselves. Most of these rumors are obviously false...some not so obvious. These are the dangerous, destructive kind that lead to alienation and even persecution. So, if you hear a rumor, please don't spread it around. And, above all, don't start any, even if you know the information to be true.

Thank You. And, thank yourself.

Rumors, wo-wo-wo, Rumors, wo-wo-wo, Rumors, concerning your mom.

A PRIVATE CITIZEN (and everyone else)

FOR YOUR AESTHETIC PLEASURE
THE CARBON INVITES THE UP AND COMING ARTISTS OF MARIAN COLLEGE TO SUBMIT DRAWINGS FOR THE VALENTINE'S DAY ISSUE --
THE FEBRUARY 10th EDITION!!!!!
DEADLINE FOR THE DRAWINGS WILL BE FEBRUARY 7th AT 5:00p.m.
THE EDITORS WILL SELECT THE BEST IDEA FOR PUBLICATION!!!!!
THANKS, MIKE & PAM

(this space available for contributions!)

LET'S TALK ABOUT THE CONDITIONS BEFORE THE BLIZZARD...
Early last week long before the blizzard and way AFTER the first fairly heavy snow I had started my daily trek from Doyle Hall to Marian and noticed several of Marvin U.'s inmates slipping and a few falling on the ice.

Now, I realize that snow and ice removal is a difficult and chilling chore, but the school should get the job done as quickly as possible. Marian, and any other institution should check local ordinances on snow removal on their property. When snow is not removed after so many hours, (including the weekend) many students avoid the hazard.

Yet, this fine is just a blight on an elephant's tail. If one --or more-- had been injured from falling on the ice, they could easily sue this school, and Marian would have become the new location of the Poor House.

I don't wish to sound as if I'm writing this article just to complain about a poor job, but the ice and snow should have been removed sooner. I hope those in charge of clearing the walks and roads look into the laws concerning this situation for specifics, so all can be safe and happy.

PRIOR TO BLIZZARD, MIKE
TO CLARE HALL RESIDENTS!

There are several items I would like to bring to your attention:

1. A big thank you to those seventy—one residents who took the time to fill out the resident Staff evaluations. Please take the time to read the results posted outside my office. Hopefully next semester we will have an even better response.

2. Due to the new desk set-up the residents of Clare Hall will now be responsible to sign in their guests. (full name please) and the deskworker will record the time and initial it. Hopefully this will speed up the sign in process and eliminate the confusion concerning spelling of names.

3. Last, but not least, it has been brought to my attention by some residents that Clare Hall Lounge has turned into a Passion Pit. The Lounge is for ALL residents and their guests. Please limit the public display of affection so that all residents can feel comfortable using the lounge. Thanks.

BARB CALLAN

=====================================================================

SEE PETER REPORTS:

Welcome once again to the tinsel and glitter world of your rotary. First off, as this week is the one year anniversary of the P.A. Club. To celebrate the last week of this long year, P.A. Club will be having a special concert in Marian Hall Auditorium starting at 8:00 p.m. on Friday, February 10th. ROADMASTER will be in concert in Marian Hall Auditorium starting at 8:00 p.m. Tickets will be sold February 1,2,3,8 for $2.00 and at the door for $3.00. So buy them early and save!!

Friday, February 17th, is the date for the Sweetheart’s Dance in the Allison Mansion. The dance will begin at 8:00 p.m. and will feature the “Late Show”. Semi-formal attire is requested. We’ll keep you posted on further information.

Mary Moll, sophomore class secretary

P.S. Check out “Concert Line” WNAP at 9:20!!!!!!!

=====================================================================

G I N T E R E S S E D I T I O N

It is indeed nice to see the CARBON appear through the gloomy clouds of disappointments and discouragement of last semester. Student’s not lending a hand by writing or typing or helping the editors in any other way painted a sad picture. And what more? The inability of one of the editors to continue in office due to her education commitments, sounded a death knell to the future of the CARBON. It indeed takes courage and determination for a Freshman to volunteer and share the responsibility at this crucial stage. I am sure the entire Fresh class would not hesitate to come forth and support the ever popular CARBON. The least we Marianites could do is to contribute articles to our paper. Not all are born writers. But all are students interested, contact me at ext. 230 or come to the Marian Hall Auditorium starting at 8:00 p.m.

P.S. Welcome once again to the tinsel and glitter world of your rotary. First off, as this week is the one year anniversary of the P.A. Club. To celebrate the last week of this long year, P.A. Club will be having a special concert in Marian Hall Auditorium starting at 8:00 p.m. Tickets will be sold February 1,2,3,8 for $2.00 and at the door for $3.00. So buy them early and save!!

Friday, February 17th, is the date for the Sweetheart’s Dance in the Allison Mansion. The dance will begin at 8:00 p.m. and will feature the “Late Show”. Semi-formal attire is requested. We’ll keep you posted on further information.

Mary Moll, sophomore class secretary

P.S. Check out “Concert Line” WNAP at 9:20!!!!!!!

=====================================================================

I am writing in regard to last week’s letter from “Loyal Corps Member.” Spirit HAS NOT died in the Marian Drum & Bugle Corps. The Corps is a victim of the same apathy that has claimed the school newspaper and the last 2 yearbooks. The few people who remain in our Marian areandez in themselves and the organization. Those students who quit over the last semester either did not care or could not handle the responsibility.

This semester, Corps is meeting Monday and Wednesday at 4:30 and Tuesday and Thursday at 12:30. A trip has been planned to the Azalea Festival in Northern Carolina and the trip is planned for the class of 976 - 77. The entire trip is planned - all we need is people.

We will certainly welcome any student willing to work, have fun, and give a total effort for the entire semester. All students interested, contact me at ext. 230 or come to the Corps building Monday at 4:30.

Paula Davis, president of Marian College Drum & Bugle Corps
WILDMAN'S WORD—

Two months have gone by since the last "WORD" and a lot has happened with the IBA (intramural basketball association). The bad, Bad JOSES picked up three free agents and added them to their lineup. Smitty, Head, and Leonard are all now members of the JOSES. One other big deal took place, J. Rollins was picked up on waivers by the BLAZERS, and H.T. and the Tree moved to head coaching jobs. Right now there are only two unbeaten teams left in the league, both the BLAZERS and THI are 5–0. THI has beaten the KINGS, JOSES, M.C. VARSITY, UGLIES, and WAZURI. The BLAZERS have beaten KEG, UNWANTEDS, KINGS, UGLIES, and the JOSES. Twice this season, the explosive offense of the BLAZERS has climbed over the century mark. THI had two real tests, first squeaking by the VARSITY by 3 pts. and then handling the WAZURI rather easily. In the BLAZERS only real test, they downed the JOSES 74–41. In league standings, WAZURI is right behind THI and the BLAZERS with a 5–1 record. Their only loss was to THI last Sunday. Next is M.C. VARSITY who got off to a slow start and are now 3–2. Their losses were to THI and WAZURI. Next Sunday starts the nitty-gritty part of the season. Monday, Jan. 30

Monday, Jan. 30
6:30—JOSES handle the UGLIES with no problem and win 62–22.
7:30—The BLAZERS behind speed, strength, and bench never look back and win big. 80–58.

Wednesday, Feb. 1
6:30—M.C. VARSITY comes back strong and rolls over KEG 90–51.
7:30—This can very well be the game of the year! The game will be played in the crackerbox and this has to favor THI. BLAZERS speed and bench is neutralized and THI wins 71–69 on a last second shot.
8:30—JOSES, after some early trouble do away with the UNWANTEDS rather easily and go on to win by a score of 88–41.

TEAM CURRENT STANDING—CHANCES
THI 5–0 10.0
BLAZERS 5–0 9.9
WAZURI 5–1 7.1
M.C. VARSITY 3–2 9.0
I TAPPA KEG 2–3 1.0
LITTLE KINGS 2–4 3.9
BAD JOSES 1–2 4.0
UNWANTEDS 1–5 .12
G. & UGLIES 0–7 4.6

IBA LEADING SCORERS:
Brodnak .................. 23.8
Freije ................. 22.8
Kinnemann ............... 22.4
Deaton .................. 20.5
Philpot .................. 20.3
McCann ................. 19.8

CARBON APPLAUDS!

BACK TO SCHOOL
CLIENTS OF P.C. INC.
JOHN CRONKITE
SNOW DAYS
PETE'S DRAGON—MEG'S DRAGON
THE GOODBYE GIRL
MEG'S "CARPE DIEM" PACKAGE
VINCENT VAN GOGH
THE "MIRACLE CHILD" (WATCH HER WALK!!)
MAMMA MIA!!!, WETTUL & AUDITIE CHRIS' FAMOUS RECIPE ZIPPA(S)
THE SCHROEDER SIDE OF THE FAMILY
UPCOMING ROADMASTER CONCERT!!!
SWEET HEARTS BAND: "BAL-'CHI!!"
THE INCOGNITO RESIDENT OF CLARE HALL "MIRACLES"
DISCO'S
BEER CIRCLES
LOUNGING AT DOYLE HALL
MOVIES & MOVIE GOERS
UNCLE JIMMY
JIMBO'S CUTE TUSH
PAT'S 3RD HAND
PHILSON'S MOMENTARINESS—(Thank God HE'S NOT PERMANENT!!)
C. PETER'S BOOGIE NIGHT
BUD ' BUSCH & WEIDEMANN'S TOO—IT'S CHEAP!
PEPPERMINT SCHNAPPERS ON THE ROCKS
EARLY TIMES & 7
WHISKEY SOURS
SLOB GLENS
CHRIS APPLAUDS PAM ON HER ASS—2X'S
SUSAN C. JOS'ES CHARACTER DANCES
ROB CRICK'S RETURNING BEARD
PAUL & DEBBIE'S VALIANT WALK
SNOwBOUND ALCOHOLICS

A SPECIAL CARBON APPLAUD!!!

Many dorm students do not know this but the cafeteria managers Paul and Debbie WALKED to Marian College last Thursday from Country Square Apartments on 34th Street to plan the best meals possible with the food on hand. As you may know, it was impossible for supply trucks to reach the College on Thursday or Friday. A grateful Thanks should be extended to them from each and every one of us dormies. Their dedication made our eating possible.

A SPECIAL CARBON APPLAUD No. 2
TANKS to Jeff Rynard and his 4 wheels jeeps, you did a good job!!!

CARBON Confidential (sh...h...)

See Peter says See the World, Join the Navy, CARBON says Join Drum & Bugle Corps!
Preparation H — M'H
Corky: you're Welcome...J.C.

The guy that Cammie thinks about...
S'S., is it really true that too much pizza & beer make your socks wear out?

COMING ATTRACTIONS...

Gretta Carbo will be joining our staff to answer your questions on life, love, and the persuit of happiness! Send your problems to the CARBON.